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Alberta on ice
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue4159

Author: Zeman, Gary W

Publisher: Edmonton : GMS Ventures

Published Date: c1985

Physical Description: xi, 320p. : ports., facsim

Medium: Library - Book (including soft-cover and pamphlets)

Subjects: Hockey

ISBN: 0-969320-0-4

Accession Number: 24000

Call Number: 02.8 Ze4

Collection: Archives Library

Application forms
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/descriptions54949

Part Of: Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M545 / V635

Series: M545 / II : Members, staff, personal content

Sous-Fonds: M545

Accession Number: 8235

Reference Code: M545 / II / 21

GMD: Textual record

Organization record

Published record

Date Range: [1970-1980]

1977

1979

1982

1997

Physical Description: 0.1 cm of textual records (7 pages ; 21.5 x 28 cm and 19.5 x 23 cm)

Scope & Content:

File consists of trail ride application forms completed by Joe Madaro, David Clifton[?], Bill
Gorman, Garry Unger and Rod Proudfoot, as well as one blank application form from 1997.
Forms completed by Bill, Garry and Rod are all for special 1982 NHL trail ride.
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Notes: File contains personal contact information, as well as other personal
information [weight, height, age, etc.]

One item is scanned copy, another is scanned with additional
annotations in pen

Name Access: Madaro, Joe

Clifton, David

Gorman, Bill

Proudfoot, Rod

Unger, Garry

Subject Access: Horseback riding

Recreation

Sports

Pack trips

Hockey

Musicians

Geographic Access: Canada

Alberta

Calgary

Sherwood Park

Edmonton

Access Restrictions: Contains personal information

Reproduction
Restrictions:

Contains personal information

Language: English

Category: Exploration, discovery and travel

Sports, recreation and leisure

Title Source: Title based on contents of file

Processing Status: Processed
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Athletic Medals
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0404%20a%2cb%20

Title: Athletic Medals

Date: n.d.

Material: metal

Dimensions: 4.0 x 4.0 cm

Description: Medal a- gold circular medal attached at the top is a red and white
ribbon. Half of the circular medal is outlined with a repetitive leaf-like
pattern, and the other half of the circle is outlined with a dark blue are, in
this section there are the words, “Easter Hockey Tournament.” In the
centre of the medal is a beaver wearing a yellow scarf, a blue hat, and a
pair of skates, while holding a gold hockey stick. Tiny maple leaf off to the
left Medal b- bronze medal, half of the circle is outlined with a repetitive
leaf-like pattern and the other half is outlined with dark blue area. In this
section there are the words, “Easter Hockey Tournament.” At the centre
there is a beaver wearing a yellow scarf and a blue hat, holding a hockey
stick. (Dimensions 4.0 x 4.0)

Subject: sport

game

award, hockey, team

Credit: Gift of Mary Brewster, Banff, 2023

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0404 a,b

Images
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Athletic Patch
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0400

Title: Athletic Patch

Date: n.d.

Material: felt

Dimensions: 16.0 x 14.0 cm

Description: Circular red patch, at the centre is the word “Banff” in large white cursive
letters with a black outline. Underneath are the dates “1948 -49 and the
words Quaker Juveniles.” Off to the right side there is a hockey player in
an active position holding a yellow stick. They are wearing a white jersey
with red stripes, and maroon shorts.

Subject: Banff

hockey

sports team

Credit: Gift of Mary Brewster, Banff, 2023

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0400

Images
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Athletic Patch
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0403

Title: Athletic Patch

Date: n.d.

Material: thread and fabric

Dimensions: 8.0 x 8.0 cm

Description: Round white patch with yellow embroidered thread outlining the shape,
another circle of yellow thread goes around the centre of the patch. In
between both yellow circles are the words “Banff Minor Hockey.” At the
very centre of the patch is a brown beaver wearing a yellow hat and scarf.
They have a black tail and are holding a hockey stick.

Subject: Hockey

beaver

children

sports team

Credit: Gift of Mary Brewster, Banff, 2023

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0403

Images
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Athletic Pins
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0402%20a-c%20

Title: Athletic Pins

Date: n.d.

Material: plastic and metal

Dimensions: 6.0 x 6.0 cm

Description: Pin A- white circular pin with two yellow circles. In the middle of the
smallest circle is a black beaver wearing a yellow hat and scarf holding a
yellow hockey stick. There are words going around the pin that say “Banff
Minor Hockey” in black. Pin B- is a yellow circular pin, going around the
top, in black lettering its say’s “Juvenile C Provincial Champions.” And at
the bottom “Banff 1979.” At the centre of the pin is a black beaver holding
a hockey stick wearing a yellow hat and scarf. (Dimensions 6.0 x 6.0 cm)
Pin C- this is an enamel pin, small in size. It is shaped like a beaver
holding a hockey stick. The beaver is brown with a blue hat and a yellow
scarf. They are holding a hockey stick that is highlighted with with metal
accents. Metal accents are also present on the tail with a cross hatch
pattern. Underneath is white base that says “Banff Minor Hockey.”
(Dimensions 3.0 x 2.80 cm)

Subject: Hockey, children, sports team, beaver

Credit: Gift of Mary Brewster, Banff, 2023

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0402 a-c

Images
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Athletic Medal
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1071%20a%2cb

Title: Athletic Medal

Date: 1924 – 1931

Material: metal

Dimensions: 3.4 cm

Description: Two sports medals (a) BBC 1931 "Men's Club War Canoe", 3.4 high,
round silver medal. Canoe on front, wreath on back. (b) Banff WC 1924
"Ladies Championship", 3.7 high. Fancy rectangular gold medal, hockey
player on front with three maple leaves underneath.

Subject: sports

Jim Boyce

canoeing

hockey

Banff Winter Carnival

Banff Winter Sports Association

Credit: Gift of Dorothy Boyce, Banff, 1985

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1071 a,b

Images
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Athletic Medal
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0405%20a%2cb%20

Title: Athletic Medal

Date: n.d.

Material: metals

Dimensions: 6.0 x 4.0 cm

Description: Medal a- round bronze medal with a top bit used for a red white and blue
ribbon. Going around the medal are the words, “Banff- Lake Louise
Winter Festival.” At the centre of the medal there is a circle and inside of
that circle there is a landscape impression of a forest and a sun behind
some mountains. Medal b- round bronze medal with an ornate crest or
sigil in the centre. The number 19 are placed along the sigils right side
while the number 17 is present on the left. Above are the words “Banff
Kinsmen” and bellow are the words “Ski School Boys C.” (Dimensions
7.0 x 7.0).

Subject: award

game

hockey

landscape

sports team

Credit: Gift of Mary Brewster, Banff, 2023

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0405 a,b

Images
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Athletic Medal
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1244

Title: Athletic Medal

Date: 1922

Material: metal

Dimensions: 3.0 radius cm

Description: A circular, 10K gold medal with a ram’s head and neck, around which is
printed “BANFF WINTER SPORTS”, on one side and on the other ”1922”
“SENIOR HOCKEY” 10K B.M. CO.

Subject: sports

winter

hockey

Banff

Credit: Gift of Horace Baker, Banff , 2011

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1244

Images
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Athletic Medal
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1099

Title: Athletic Medal

Date: 1922

Material: metal

Description: Gold coloured round medal, ram's head in centre. "Banff Winter Sports"
along edge of medal completely surrounding the ram. "1922 Senior
Hockey" on back.

Subject: sports

winter

hockey

Banff Winter Sports

Credit: Gift of Mabel Aubin, Banff, 1970

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1099

Images
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